
Allegheny HLS Tipper 
For high volume loading onto an input/sorting conveyor or an allegheny auto-Feed™ system

The Allegheny hlS Tipper is recommended for high volume shredding applications. 
Designed to accompany new or existing 100- and 1000-Series Shredders or an Allegheny 

Auto-Feed™System, the tipper increases your throughput volume by allowing the operator to 
provide a consistent, even flow of paper into the shredder. 

Operators will appreciate the Allegheny HLS Tipper because it helps to eliminate back   
strain and fatigue resulting from the repetitive lifting of material. The tipper is easy to install 
and will help streamline your workflow.

Allegheny HLS Tippers can accommodate 64- through 96-gallon security containers (two 
at a time), 55-gallon drums, loading carts, and even Gaylord boxes. The tipper can lift up to 
2,000 lbs (a full Gaylord box); an adjustable retaining bar (spring-loaded) accommodates 
containers up to 52"W x 55"H. Once positioned, similar carts or containers can be used 
without repositioning the retaining bar.

Manufactured with heavy all-steel construction, the HLS Tipper is operator-controlled 
with a momentary selector switch that allows Power-up / Gravity-down operation.This al-
lows the operator to control the amount of material loaded onto the feed table or emptied 
into an Allegheny Auto-Feed™ System for faster processing and maximum throughput. All 
models come standard with a protective safety cage utilizing an interlock-hinged door. To 
ensure safety, the tipper will not operate without the door in the closed/locked position. The 
maximum tipping angle is 122 degrees. 

Additional
Specifications:* 
Motor 2 Hp TEFC 

Voltage 208/230/460 Volt AC,  
 3-phase, 60 cycle

Electricals   Cutler-Hammer starter  
 and controls; NEMA 12  
 Enclosure

Hydraulics Dual cylinder hydraulic 
 power pack; 2 Hp pump  
 at 2 GPM

Bearings	 Greaseable,	flange- 
	 mounted	ball	bearings

Weight 2500 lbs (approximately)

*Note: As we constantly improve our products,  
	specifications	are	subject	to	change.    

Model Discharge Height Overall Dimensions (WxHxL) Overall Swing Height  

For loading an Input or Sorting Conveyor:

hls-84836		 48"	Discharge	(36"D	x	56"W	bucket)													 66"W	x	84"H	x	101"L	without	table	(129"L	with	table)	 128"

hls-84848	 48"	Discharge	(48"D	x	56"W	bucket)														 66"W	x	84"H	x	121"L	without	table	(147"L	with	table)	 136"

hls-86036	 60”	Discharge	(36"D	or	48"D	x	56"W	bucket)			 66"W	x	84"H	x	119"L	without	table	(Not	available	with	table)		 147"

For loading an Allegheny Auto-FeedTM System:

hls-87236	 72"	Discharge	(36"D	x	56"W	bucket)	 68"W	x	90"H	x	152"L		 														 166"

hls-87248	 72"	Discharge	(48"D	x	56"W	bucket)	 68"W	x	90"H	x	152"L		 															 176"

“In the 25 years of our business, all of our equipment has come from Allegheny. I’ve been so satisfied    
  I’ve  never considered another vendor.” 

 – tom simpson, AAA Certified Confidential Security Corporation

As	we	constantly	improve	our	products,	specifications	are	subject	to	change.



Allegheny Fast-Tip 
an optional package For hls tippers allowing high-speed ‘dump-n-run’ operation

“ The Allegheny Fast-Tip is three times faster than our standard model, and offers a convenient, reliable 
way to empty your materials while saving valuable work time.”
                       – john wagner, President & Founder of Allegheny

The Allegheny fAST-Tip package, available on all Allegheny HLS Tippers, allows 
for high-speed ‘dump-n-run’ destruction of your documents. The Fast-Tip maximizes the 

efficiency of your overall shredding operation by dramatically minimizing the time spent emp-
tying security containers and/or Gaylord boxes into your Allegheny Auto-Feed™ System. 

Equipped with a heavy-duty 7½ Hp motor and a large hydraulic power unit, the  
Allegheny Fast-Tip is a high-speed, efficient solution for streamlining your operation. It is 
recommended for high production shredding operations.
Features/Benefits:
•	 Allegheny Fast-Tip is equipped with a 7½ Hp TEFC motor and a large hydraulic  

power unit with dual cushioned cylinders for fast, smooth ‘dump-n-run’ operation.
•		An		optional	Laser Safety Scanner ensures operator safety. Since there is no door to 

open and close, the operator can remain on the forklift, saving valuable work time.
•	 After	pressing	the	reset	button,	the	operator	turns	a	switch	for	an	automatic	full	up	

and down cycle of the tipper. Controls can be mounted remotely on a post (within 
sight of equipment) for easy access for the forklift driver. 

•		As	with	all	Allegheny	HLS	Tippers,	Fast-Tip	accommodates	up	to	two	64-to	96-gallon 
security containers as well as a single Gaylord box.

•	 Once	the	adjustable	retaining	bar	(spring-loaded)	is	positioned,	similar	carts	or	 
containers can be used without repositioning the retaining bar. 

Additional
Specifications:* 
Motor	 	7½	Hp	TEFC	

Voltage 208/230/460 Volt AC,  
 3-phase, 60 cycle

Electricals  Cutler-Hammer starter and  
  controls; NEMA 12 Enclosure

Hydraulics Dual cushioned cylinders  
	 with	large	hydraulic	power	pack;		 	
																				7½	Hp	pump	at	10	GPM

Bearings	 	Greaseable,	flange-mounted	 
	 	ball	bearings

Weight  2,550 lbs (approximately)

*Note: As we constantly improve our products,  
specifications		are	subject	to	change.    
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